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Ciaran Carson has established a reputation as one of Ireland’s most important poetic voices. However, Carson is also an accomplished musician whose work reflects that liminal borderland that has always existed between Irish music and Irish literature. As Sean O’Boyle in his book *The Irish Song Tradition* notes ‘[a]s far back as our national records go, music and poetry have always been associated’. Music is a prominent theme throughout Carson’s work, with songs and musical allusions frequently a feature of his poems. While music has influenced Carson’s work thematically, it has played a formative role in one of the most distinctive features of his poetry until recently – that is his use of the long line. This paper will argue that it is even possible in some of his poems to find comparable metres with those found in forms of traditional Irish music. Carson’s use of the long line is part of his attempt to recreate what he has called the urgency of traditional Irish music in his work through an audience aware poetic that attempts to recreate the immediacy of the live sessions Carson has partaken of as a musician. For Carson, the crucial moments of communication and understanding are those shared between the performer and the audience, an audience that can sometimes include fellow performers. However, this conviction is reflected in understandings of musical events one finds in ethnomusicology, an audience-orientated approach increasingly shared by literary theorists.

‘Songs’, Ciarán Carson writes in *Last Night’s Fun*, ‘demand a context of being sung, of having listeners and other singers around you [....] Songs are nothing if there is no audience’. According to ethnomusicologist John Blacking, in his book *How Musical is Man*, ‘[i]n order to find out what music is and how musical man is, we need to ask who listens and who plays and sings in any given society, and why’. Carson’s and Blacking’s apparent promotion of the listener above those who create music, in appreciations of music, is reflected in the growing prominence of reader centred criticism in literary theory. Terry Eagleton has mapped the development of literary theory in three stages, moving from ‘a preoccupation with the author (Romanticism and the nineteenth century); an exclusive concern with the text (New Criticism); and a
marked shift of attention to the reader over recent years'. Peter J. Rabinowitz has developed this point arguing that

it is now hard to find serious literary theorists who do not, in one way or another, feel the need to account for the activities of the reader. From Wolfgang Iser (who sees literature as a set of directions for the reader to follow) to Roland Barthes (who, in his later years, saw the best texts as unlimited opportunities for orgasmic free play), from narratologists like Gerald Prince to subjectivists like David Bleich, a wide range of contemporary critics ground their arguments in the reader as a perceiving subject rather than in the text as an autonomous object.

Rabinowitz also argues that reader-response criticism could ‘more broadly but more accurately be called, audience-orientated criticism’. Barry Laga has described this development in literary theory as a movement ‘against [the] text centred-criticism of formalism, claiming that literature is not an object, but an experience, a text always in the making’.

This understanding of literature as an experience and one very dependent on the reader, or audience, is analogous to John Blacking’s claim that ‘[t]he chief function of music is to involve people in shared experiences within the framework of their cultural experience’. For Blacking

the creation and performance of most music is generated first and foremost by the human capacity to discover patterns of sounds and to identify them on subsequent occasions. Without biological processes of aural perception, and without cultural agreement among at least some human beings on what is perceived, there can be neither music nor musical communication [. . .] Creative listening is [. . .] as fundamental to music as it is to language.

Blacking also stresses that one of the central beliefs in ethnomusicology is that no musical style has ‘its own terms’. Rather ‘its terms are the terms of its society and culture and of the bodies of the human beings who listen to it, and create and perform it’:

Ethnomusicology’s claim to be a new method of analysing music and music history must rest on an assumption [. . .] that because music is humanly organised sound, there ought to be a relationship
between the patterns of human organisation and the patterns of sound produced as a result of human interaction.\textsuperscript{11}

The poet Ciaran Carson has emphasised in an interview in 2001 the importance of human interaction, especially in the traditional Irish music and song sessions he has partaken of as a musician, to the form of his poetry, particularly since his 1987 collection *The Irish For No*. While he published his first collection of poetry, *The New Estate*, in 1976, it would be eleven years before his second collection, *The Irish for No*, appeared. Carson spent the intervening years collecting Irish stories, songs and tunes in the rural areas and backrooms of pubs across the North, and developing his art as a musician while working as Traditional Arts Officer with The Northern Ireland Arts Council. He has admitted to being disillusioned with poetry in the years before the publication of *The Irish for No* because it lacked ‘the urgency of traditional music’.\textsuperscript{12} Indeed, during this period Carson wrote a short introduction to *Irish Traditional Music*\textsuperscript{13} and in an interview in 1991 he remarked that this book ‘was a kind of blueprint for the shape and structure of *The Irish for No*’.\textsuperscript{14} He has given an account of this period in an interview describing ‘the ethos’ of that ‘whole area of music in rural areas, the stuff that happened in [these] back rooms’ as ‘very much about talk, conversation and the craic that went around the music’\textsuperscript{15}:

I do feel that because of [what] that environment of the back room seemed to give you, [it] seemed to offer a world in which art was happening right now, that it was of the split second, of the here and now, of the conversation as you spoke, as you played without putting it forward as a thing on the page which was to be excluded from the world of now and to be mulled over and read on one’s own; that sense of art seemed to me to be somehow too aesthetic an idea about the world.\textsuperscript{16}

Through these experiences Carson came to appreciate the centrality of this interaction between musicians, and between musicians and audience to the understandings of music itself. In *Last Night’s Fun*, for example, he has noted how each session is a new opportunity for communication, where tunes can themselves become ‘a conversation piece’.\textsuperscript{17}

When Carson returned to writing in the mid 1980s, he tried to recapture in his poetry some of the spirit of those occasions he partook of in public houses, to explore ‘the possibility of getting some orality into the poetry’.\textsuperscript{18} This exploration would lead him to create work that would
‘veer between poetry and prose maybe, veer between music and
haphardness, between conversation and form’. This would be reflected
in the sound-scapes that characterise Carson’s poetry, often featuring
conversation, music and song. However, Carson’s poetry would also
reveal how it is the audience that determines meaning in the text. His
work emphasises over and over again the provisionality and
subjectiveness of meaning particularly within a contested landscape such
as Northern Ireland. In The Irish for No, for example, even ‘the
independent eye of the chameleon’ in the poem ‘Serial’, ‘sees blue as
green’. In the poem ‘Hairline Crack’ from Belfast Confetti, the narrator
tells us that ‘It could have been or might have been. Everything
Provisional / [. . .] The right hand wouldn’t even know it was the right
hand; some / would claim it / As the left’. The sequence, ‘Letters from
the Alphabet’, from the collection Opera Et Cetera, explores this theme
through looking at different interpretations of letters and words. Where
the narrator’s daughter, in the poem ‘Q’, sees this letter as part of the
picture of either a cat or a bat, the poet-persona tells us that ‘the prison
that we call Long Kesh / is to the Powers-that-Be The Maze’ in the poem
‘H’.

Sean O’Riada, a figure of major importance within the revival of Irish
traditional music since the 1960s, has highlighted what he regards as the
distinctive form of Irish traditional music. O’Riada suggests the symbol
of the serpent with its tail in its mouth as representative of Irish
traditional music. ‘It is’, he asserts ‘essentially a cyclic form’. Ciaran
Carson has himself, in his book inspired by traditional Irish music, Last
Night’s Fun, described traditional musicians as been ‘engaged with
constant repetition and renewal’. Equally, Carson has described the
Belfast he grew up in during the 1950s as an ‘island within an island. The
home circle’, a circle he has also described in Last Night’s Fun as ‘a
piece of music’. It is this circle of Belfast city that dominates much of
his poetic and prose work. Frequently in Carson’s work, there is this
sense of returning, a sense of a circular motion that often brings the
reader back almost to the point from which they began, or where
beginnings are but a returning to, or remembering of points left
previously. Poem’s end with lines such as ‘Let me begin again’, ‘This is
not the End’, or ‘the end is never nigh’, and begin with ‘a feeling I’d
been there before’, ‘Back again’, or ‘At last, I remember [. . .]’. Equally,
themes and motifs from earlier poems are often returned to in
later work, while a poem from a previous collection, ‘Belfast Confetti’,
reappears as the title of a subsequent collection. Indeed, this collection
(Belfast Confetti), as Christina Hunt Mahony notes, is
characterized by reiteration or echoing. This technique might involve a recurring image, like that of confetti, found literally or figuratively, and often in unlikely places, or it might simply take the form of a repeated word.\textsuperscript{34}

As Shane Murphy contends ‘Carson’s poetry insists on repetition and circularity within the ‘narrow ground’ of Ulster geography and history’.\textsuperscript{35} One such poem is ‘Asylum’ from his collection \textit{The Irish for No}. The cycle of this poem takes the reader from his Uncle John’s apparent mental illness in the first verse to the onset of a similar illness in his Uncle Pat in the fourth – as Carson writes ‘it does repeat itself’ and is reflected in the apparent repetition of the day he begins the poem with:

\begin{quote}
[. . .] as he lifted off the white cloud of
his cap, it sparked off
The authoritative onset of this other, needle-in-the-haystack
day that I
Began with.\textsuperscript{36}
\end{quote}

This extract itself includes another characteristic of Carson’s poetry influenced by traditional Irish music: his use of enjambment which Carson has admitted mimics the movement in traditional Irish music ‘from the end of one unit to the next’ where ‘the beat may be withheld, or extended’.\textsuperscript{37}

‘Asylum’ includes repetitions of various events in the poem such as the ‘yellow bakery van’, ‘a car backfired’ and on both days everything appeared to be ‘getting faster’. The sense the poet has in the poem of understanding, or trying to understand, what is going on is described as ‘having heard it all / before for real, / What is going on, like that climactic moment of a rounded, / oratorical / Gesture, [. . .].’\textsuperscript{38} The poem also features the repetition of family traits where Uncle John has ‘His father’s eyes, his mother’s nose; and I myself, according to / my mother, / Had his mouth [. . .].’\textsuperscript{39} This last extract also relates to how each repetition is subtly different to its predecessor which, as Carson himself notes in his guide to \textit{Irish Traditional Music}, is another important characteristic of this tradition. ‘Variation’ Carson writes ‘is a principle of traditional music. The same tune is never the same tune twice. A traditional tune printed in a book is not the tune; it is a description of one of its many possible shapes’.\textsuperscript{40} Variation within Irish traditional music itself is characterised by one of the most distinctive features of the art – the roll. Carson has described the roll as ‘a five step rhythmical cluster: you play the note to be rolled, then a note above the anchor note (the ‘cut’), then the note, then a note below the note (the ‘tip’), and finally the note.
again’, in other words, a cyclical motif added by musicians at their discretion to add variety to a tune.

The collection from which ‘Asylum’ is taken, The Irish For No, is dedicated to storyteller John Campbell of Mullaghbawn, whose storytelling, according to the acknowledgements in the book, ‘suggested some of the narrative procedures of some of these poems’. Neil Corcoran has described The Irish For No as ‘playing the oral against the literary’, arguing that ‘the long lines of his poems have something of the sustained, improvisatory panache of the Irish storyteller or seanchaí, always aping the movement of the speaking voice in self-involved but audience-aware address, repetitive, self-corrective, elliptical’. Sean Lucy has argued in his paper on ‘Metre and Movement in Anglo-Irish Verse’ that the Irish have ‘the aesthetic sensibility of an oral tradition’, enjoying the way things are said. In Irish or in English, they compose, Lucy claims, ‘in the sequence of the musical phrase, not in the sequence of a metronome’, borrowing Ezra Pound’s famous expression. Ciaran Carson has himself admitted that while he writes in English ‘the ghost of Irish hovers behind it’. The Irish language, for Sean Lucy, is musically organised:

Typical forms of Hiberno-English have a nature that derives directly from … accented Gaelic mouth-music. The “musical phrases” are made up of a number of well-defined stresses linked by well controlled “runs” of unaccented syllables.

The first powerful and formative influence of Gaelic on verse in English, according to Lucy, was that of Gaelic song and music at the end of the eighteenth century.

Lucy argues that it was in the writings of Thomas Moore (a writer whom Carson has referred to on a number of occasions in his work including the poem ‘Dresden’ which opens The Irish For No) that the force of the Gaelic metric was first felt. When Moore began to write, the dominant foot in English from Chaucer on had been the iambic. The trisyllabic foot was confined primarily to songs for music. With the onset of the Romantic age, and a ‘preoccupation with the past, with the nation, and with the countryside, including its speech and music’, this ‘brought under the eyes of the new writers rhythms of poetry, song and ballad which were to give the models for the new freedom’. Lucy argues that

Moore’s contribution to the reform of practice in substitution [of trisyllabic feet] is considerable [. . . .] At the centre of his achievement is [. . . .] the reintroduction of trisyllabic metres to the
serious lyric. It was Scottish and Irish melody which brought the trisyllabic rhythms into the work of [...] Moore.50

Lucy contends that there is to be found in Gaelic song a spectrum extending from a freedom in the use of the unstressed or decorative syllables, at one end, to an extreme regularity of metrical feet, at the other. However, ‘to the ear trained in Irish music and song,’ Lucy continues, ‘the following metrical effects are usual and natural’:

1. A very flexible stressed line often tending towards trisyllabic patterning;
2. Very free substitution in more clearly metrical arrangements, including much trisyllabic substitution in essentially disyllabic lines;
3. The use of essentially trisyllabic metres not only for fast ‘light’ effects but also for slow deep ‘serious’ poetic effect.51

If we examine Carson’s ‘Asylum’, we can find aspects of these effects, particularly the first and second, in the poem. While the poem follows primarily a disyllabic pattern, there is frequent substitution of trisyllabic feet. The use of the trisyllabic, according to Lucy, allows poetry to approach ‘the freedom of natural speech’,52 a characteristic that would be in tune with Carson’s stated wish to ‘reinstate speech into poetry’,53 and appropriate for a poem concerning a character who ‘didn’t read’ as ‘…[s]pinning yarns was more his line’.54 I have included the first two lines of this poem below to illustrate Carson’s use of trisyllabic feet.

While the first line includes the use of several anapaestic feet, the second includes the substitution of a dactylic foot with the word ‘opening’.

The first indication was this repeated tic, the latch jigging and clicking

The first indication was this repeated tic, the latch jigging and clicking

As he rehearsed the possibility of entering, or opening. Maybe

Another effect, according to Lucy, often found in Irish song is also evident in these lines. This effect Lucy calls ‘spreading the stress’, which
means that the voice holds the emphasis or accent over two or even more related syllables. In the first line of ‘Asylum’ this occurs with the words ‘latch jigging’ and is a feature that recurs throughout Carson’s poetry.

A further aspect of Irish traditional music which Carson has sought to reproduce in his work was, in his own words, ‘an idea of the line which [goes] a bit like a reel [. . .] that the line was about that length, four bars of a reel.’ A reel is usually divided into two halves, each half of which is eight bars, occasionally with an intro. After each group of four bars, there is usually a return to the initial motif of the first bar, with some variation, before the entire section is repeated at the end of the eighth bar, before moving to the next section, a movement commonly referred to as ‘the turn’. Indeed, it is not uncommon for tunes to be repeated several times: as Carson notes in *Last Night’s Fun* ‘[s]uch is the bent of Irish traditional music that tunes repeat: they are played at least twice, or maybe three, four or more times’. It is this repetitive, cyclic nature of Irish traditional music that O’Riada referred to and which Carson’s poetry reflects. Within each bar of a tune, there are usually two groups of four notes each, adding up to an eight-note bar. However, despite the fact that reels are normally notated in 4/4 time, a more ‘accurate reflection of the traditional sense of rhythm in a reel’, according to traditional musician Alan Ng, would be 2/2 timing as within each group there are two heavy-light pairs of notes. James R. Cowdery has also noted the ‘feeling of two beats per bar’ in a reel and how most ‘musicians conceive of reels as duple’ while Frank Whelan also notates reels with 2 beats to the bar in his work on Irish dance. With such duple timing, then, in four bars of a reel one would expect to find 8 strong beats.

I have included below a copy of the reel ‘Dowd’s No. 9’ which Carson refers to in his book *Last Night’s Fun*, in which the features I have just mentioned are apparent. Indeed, Carson remarks in *Last Night’s Fun* on the ‘funny, repetitive, circular structure of “Dowd’s No. 9”’. Although the tune is notated below in 4/4 timing, I believe 2/2 timing would give a more accurate reflection of the sense of rhythm for musicians in the reel.
Fred Lerdahl of the Department of Music at Columbia University has recognised similarities between the grouping structures of music and those developed for language by phonologists: ‘Grouping Structure, a fundamental component of music theory’, Lerdahl writes ‘segments a musical surface hierarchically into motives, phrases, and sections. Phonologists have developed the comparable concept of the prosodic hierarchy’. Within this hierarchy, Lerdahl considers ‘poetic and musical meter [as] formally and cognitively equivalent [. . . .] A poetic or musical meter exists when the perceiver infers conceptually regular levels of beats from the signal’. An examination of the first two lines of Carson’s ‘Asylum’ (above) reveals a comparable number of linguistic stresses to beats in four bars of a reel.

While ethnomusicologists, and increasingly literary theorists, see the interaction between the performer and audience, or text and reader, as crucial to meaning and understanding, this belief is also shared by poet Ciaran Carson. While he has admitted that songs are nothing without an audience, his attempts in his own poetry to recreate the urgency of those moments of communication between performer and audience in traditional Irish sessions equally attests to his belief in the centrality of this interaction to meaning. His poetry also indicates how, within the contested landscape of Northern Ireland, meaning is both provisional and subjective. Carson’s poetry also includes characteristics, such as repetition and circularity, associated with traditional Irish music. Indeed, on occasion one can find in Carson’s work metres comparable to those found in some forms of traditional Irish music.
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